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JP Day: Lip-syncing and henna-inking
By KIMBERLY CHEN, sophomore
THE CRISP AUTUMN Saturday
was a perfect day for JP Stevens
to play host to a community-wide
event. Held on October 13, JP
Day was a fundraising event that
took place throughout the school
campus, where families and
friends could participate in fun
activities that not only showcased
school spirit but club activities as
well.
Following last year’s tremendous
success that helped raise enough
money for the school’s new
electronic front lawn sign, JP’s
goal this year is to install a new
projection and sound system
in the Old Gym to enhance the
physical education experience
of our students. As an incentive,
attendees who donated at least
twenty dollars to the fundraiser
were entered in a raffle for an iPad
2 and an iPod Touch.
Over the course of the afternoon,
little kids and high school students
alike trampled through an inflated
obstacle
course
competition,

painted pumpkins offered by
the Creepy Hollow Company,
and munched on free popcorn
provided by the PTSO. The DJ
Club provided bass-pumping
remixes of popular songs to add to
the atmosphere filled with energy

activities offered by different
clubs. The Courtyard Club offered
plant potting, the Fencing Club
featured mock duels, and the
WarHawks included “Robo soccer”

See JP DAY, page 9

November 15:
Senior Class Pasta Night
Fall Play: The Tempest
November 17:
Hall of Honor Craft Fair
Key Club Volleyball
Tournament
November 28:
Taste of Stevens
November 30:
Improv. Show
December 6:
COPA Winter Concert
December 7:
JPS Got Talent
December 19:
SHS Navidad
December 20:
Bandboozle

FIONA BYON

Juniors Giancarlo Castrillion, Chris Ricigliano, Rahul Bose, Lance Glinn, and Kevin
Zheng entertain the crowd during the Lip Sync.

Club fever!

provide an opportunity for every
club in the school to display what
ON OCTOBER 3, JP Stevens it had to offer to the students.
played host to a cafeteria jam- As junior Miheer Patankar
packed with enthusiastic students commented, “The club fair not
socializing, enjoying food, and only introduced me to a variety
shouting over each other as of activities that I had never seen
loud techno music blared in the before, but also helped me meet
background. While this informal up with friends that I had not met
atmosphere would seem more over the summer. The fair was
at place at a school dance, it was truly in the spirit of JP.”
instead the setting for this year’s
Everything from free snacks
extremely successful Club Fair.
to soccer-playing robots to a
Hosted by the administration, Chinese lion was present, but
the Club Fair was designed to all of the elaborate booths and
demonstrations played second
fiddle to the true heart and soul
of any school event: the students.
Proud club members and officers
stood by cardboard constructions
or danced their fingers across
laptops, while others took to
handing out flyers and standing
atop tables. Booth operators were
cordial, focused, and energetic,
all lending to the aesthetic of
friendship and excitement that
pervaded the bustle of the fair. The
combined effort and coordination
of all the students managing the
activities led to an outstanding and
informational experience.
Despite being restricted to tight
spaces, clubs managed to maximize
their impact creatively, and many
CHRISTINA ROGADO
were able to attract attention
Senior Erica Law and junior to their respective booths.
By STEVEN XIE, junior

Ryan Wall advertise for
Regalis, JP’s yearbook club.

and excitement. Members of The
Hawkeye provided Halloween
tattoos while Key Club dabbled
with henna.
Additionally, the interior of
the building, which was open to
parents and students, had various

Upcoming events

See CLUB FAIR, page 9

New books? Good looks
By ARIHANT SETH, junior
VISIT THE LIBRARY lately? Since
the summertime, JP Stevens has
undergone a series of changes that
will give students increased access
to new resources in the library.
These renovations include a
new Promethean Board in place of
the back shelves that once hosted
non-fiction and science books.
Commenting on the new addition,
Assistant Librarian Mrs. Mezynski
explains, “The library renovation
is important because students can
increase their knowledge using all

of the resources that we have to
offer at the JP library.”
The recent addition of a college
reference section offers assistance
to juniors and seniors preparing
for their futures. As junior Sruthi
Nanduri remarks, “The library
allows me to look at all the college
materials in one section. All the
factual aspects of these institutions
— regarding dorms, financial aid,
and college life are now much
easier to compare. I have to start
looking into colleges that fit me
because my career depends on
the decisions I make this year.”

Renovations include a new
Promethean board and a
revamped layout.
See LIBRARY, page 8

Real, clear, fresh politics
By TANAYA BADSA, freshman
AS THE 2012
presidential
election quickly approaches, the
nation prepares to elect a leader
who will serve at the forefront of
national politics. But last month,
the freshmen class of JP Stevens
decided an important election of
its own.
On September 27, freshmen
gathered in the auditorium for the
Freshmen Election and listened
to Student Council candidates
deliver their speeches. Freshman
Pitika Jain comments, “The way
candidates act and how they
displays themselves definitely
impacts the voters. But the students

who ran did really well!”
After a short speech by senior
class
president
Zala
Jalili,
the elections began with two
candidates for class treasurer.
Shivam Bhatt started his speech
by voicing his ideas for fundraisers
to help lower the costs of future
events. “If I get the honor of
serving the class of 2016, hard
work and dedication will definitely
be evident over the course of the
next four years,” he promised.
Following
Shivam’s
speech,
Cheryl Chang took the stage and
promised that everyone’s opinion
would be taken into consideration
if elected. “I’m determined to give
what the ninth graders want in

NEWS, PAGE 8

OPINION, PAGE 3
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The Tempest makes waves

Shakespeare’s Romeo... and Tybalt

The presidential hunger games

JP,” she declared. “No matter what,
everyone deserves a say in how
the money will be handled, and I
intend on making our class proud.”
The audience then turned to
the only candidate for secretary,
Ahmad Javed. He shared his
thoughts on what made him a
qualified candidate: managerial
skills and the ability to keep calm
under strenuous circumstances.
Afterward, the vice president
candidates each took turns putting
across their reasons as to why
they should serve as second-incommand. Akshat Mehta portrayed
his leadership qualities by talking

See ELECTIONS, page 9
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The young and the unreckless
By SIMMI SHARMA, sophomore
IRRESPONSIBLE: this word is constantly
used to describe today’s generation. Adults
accuse us of partying every night without
a care about our future; after witnessing
this firsthand, I have to say that they aren’t
always wrong. But has anyone talked about
the teenagers who are willing to stay home
and study every night, hoping to get into
their dream colleges? Has anyone talked
about the teenagers who constantly worry
about their future careers, thanks to the
current condition of our economy? And
has anyone noticed how many burdens the
older generations have placed on us? Adults
should start looking at the positive side of
our generation rather than zooming in on
the negatives.
So many students are obsessed with being
admitted to Ivy League universities, but as
students’ ambitions rise, so do the standards.
Suddenly, it isn’t enough just to have a 4.0
GPA; now, you must be the leader of a club
and run a charity just to be considered in good
standing. Such expectations lead students
to push themselves to the limit. They work
hard for their grades, battle for leadership
positions, and even raise money for orphans
in Uganda during weekends. It’s shameful
that most adults don’t see the sacrifices that
these students constantly make in order to
achieve their dreams. Adults should admire
the perseverance of these students rather
than call them irresponsible or lazy without

good reason.
Of course, even acceptance into a good
college is not a guarantee of a viable career
— the unemployment rate for college
graduates is about 9.4%. In addition to
worries about future employment prospects,
our generation must deal with crippling
debt just to pay for our education. About
60% of college attendees — roughly 12
million students — need to borrow money
to cover the costs of college each year. Your
future filters down to three options: don’t go
to college and face unemployment and low
wages, go to a state college and sacrifice a
better education and experiences that you
could’ve had at the college of your choice,
or go to the college you want to while facing
probable debt and possible unemployment
even after graduation.
Fiscal and educational problems aren’t
the only troubles that we, the current
generation, face. The biggest obstacles
are society’s expectations. Girls have so
much outside pressure to be beautiful that
they often spiral out of control and are
left anorexic, bulimic, or depressed. It’s
an unfortunate and a sad reality that in
our society, people who look different are
treated poorly. Statistics show that 42% of
girls in the first, second, and third grades
want to be thinner and are afraid of being
fat. This figure almost doubles in the fifth
grade, in which 81% of girls reported that
they face similar fears. And it’s not just girls
who have society’s pressure on them — boys

deal with similar expectations. When I asked
my fellow male peers about the pressures
they feel from society, they often mentioned
feeling the need to be masculine, intelligent,
and successful. Our world dictates that boys
need to be manly, athletic, and not interested
in activities such as theatre, dance, and art.
Males aren’t supposed to act on Broadway,
dance ballet, or draw pictures. And if what
they love isn’t in line with the status quo, they
face discrimination and disapproval. There
are some of us that struggle everyday with
the pressure of looking or acting a certain
way, but manage to keep moving, regardless.
These people are the true individuals of our
generation.
My generation isn’t perfect; some consider
us the worst generation ever, but in reality,
we face some of the greatest difficulties ever
known. To achieve our dreams, we need to
work harder than our parents did and, even
after all that work, there’s a large chance
that it won’t count. Our futures are bleak:
money struggles are imminent and dreams
will remain dreams just so we can survive.
Most importantly, society’s expectations
of us are even greater than what they
used to be. Rather than blindly criticizing
our generation, adults need to look at the
challenges we face every day. Although every
generation faces problems, our generation is
the worst off. What needs to be realized is
that we’re a generation of heroes for being
able to face these troubles and emerge
shaken but strong.

When failure really is epic
By AMEER MALIK, junior
STRIVING FOR perfection is a task many
students undertake here at JP Stevens. We
work hard on projects and studying, and
aim for the top positions in extracurricular
activities. While these are worthy pursuits,
they have caused fear and anxiety for many
of us. With this mentality, those of us affected
have ruled out the option of failing, dreading
the mere thought of performing below
extraordinarily high self-imposed
standards. While it truly is worthwhile
for students to aim to excel, our
fear of failure has the capacity to do
more harm than good.
People are far from perfect; in fact,
throughout history, civilizations have
risen and fallen and people have
witnessed progress and regression in
all areas of society. The Dark Ages, the
Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution, the
Great Depression — they are all testaments
to humankind’s tendency to sometimes
fail and other times succeed. When we
avoid something natural, we invite
unnecessary anxiety, fear, and
stress. Success without failure is
impossible, and if we accept the
possibility of failure in our pursuits,
we will begin to act with modesty.
We would keep our pride in
check and not think of ourselves
as leaps and bounds ahead of our
classmates. In addition, embracing
failure improves our relationships
with others. If we allow ourselves
to make mistakes, we allow those
around us to do so as well; thus,
we hold reasonable expectations for
our peers and are more forgiving of their
inevitable shortcomings.
By being too afraid to make any mistakes,
we inadvertently stifle our creative sides.
Creativity, in its most basic state, takes a bold,
original idea and manifests in some physical
way. A painter envisions a masterpiece and
places it on a canvas. An author dreams up a
story and puts it on paper. A director watches
a scene in his head and instructs his actors to

recreate it. A fear of failing may stop many
of us from attempting to actualize our ideas.
We may reject the notion of creating a work
of art just because it may not turn out to be
as good as we want it to be. The fear of failing
is at odds with the artistic process because
creativity is all about trial
and error; some

ideas succeed, others do not, and knowledge
of these distinctions allows for the creation
of better works. Artists know they are not
perfect; in an interview with Paris Review
in 1958, American writer William Faulkner,
when asked about his contemporaries,
said, “All of us failed to match our dream of
perfection. So I rate us on the basis of our
splendid failure to do the impossible.” Every

creative individual strives to complete a
masterpiece that is bold and new. Obviously,
this leaves the door wide open to failures, but
many artists like Faulkner have embraced
the possibility of failure in order to express
themselves.
One must not believe that every desire of
meritocracy is misguided and detrimental,
and no one should embrace failure that he
or she stops trying. Though failures are
part of what make us human, they do
not define us. Our goals, our dreams, and
our persistence have allowed humankind
to move forward over time. Ideally, a
balance should exist between a desire
for excellence (not absolute perfection) and
an acceptance of failure. This would allow
students to both understand their own
potential and strive to reach it, while at the
same time not push themselves ridiculously
past their own capabilities. This way of
thinking will also allow one to aim higher
and not be disheartened after falling short.
Would Edison have perfected the light
bulb if his failures had led him to call it
quits? Would Lincoln have ever become
President if his earlier losses in other
elections had discouraged him? In a recent
interview with Piers Morgan, Mayor
Rahm Emanuel of Chicago attributed his
success to his parents allowing him to
fail and learn from his failures. Fear of
failure restricts us to working only
with what we know and what we are
comfortable with; instead, embracing
shortcomings allows us to strive for
greatness and be resilient if we run
into a misstep along the way.
Failures have benefits; they
show you your weaknesses, keep you
modest, and motivate you to work
harder if given another opportunity in the
future. Embracing the idea of not always
being perfect allows us to develop a better
understanding of ourselves and lets us
take risks that could lead to unimaginable
triumphs and successes. Be courageous, and
if you fail, dust off your shoulders, and pick
yourself up. The only way to truly fail is not
to try in the first place.
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Has friendship really sailed?
By POONAM GUPTA, columnist
WHAT’S IN A FRIEND? Someone we call
a loyal companion could secretly be a
backstabber. Maybe that’s a little dramatic,
but in most high school friendships, it’s
an unfortunate yet common reality. Over
the years, friendship has evolved from an
innocent relationship spurred by
common interests into a superficial
and melodramatic contest. Mercutio
challenged Tybalt to a duel when
Tybalt insulted his friend, Romeo.
Would we do the same now?
Though sacrificing your life for
a friend isn’t an expectation in
society today, several guidelines for
friendship have seemed to vanished
in the adolescent world. At some
point or another, a vast majority of
us have said something similar to,
“Sara told me not to tell you, but
I’m going to, so don’t tell anybody!”
If you have, don’t feel guilty; you’re
not alone. However, the concept of
keeping secrets has largely become
obsolete because the urge to spread
information and break the pact of
silence is too great. When Sara tells
us about her embarrassing crush on
her lab partner, we simply can’t help
but tell others. In our defense, though, Sara
did let slip who our own crush was. So it’s
only fair that we tell others about hers, right?
This brings up another faulty aspect of
friendship: revenge. When a friend does
something wrong, we naturally feel betrayed.
They are supposedly the ones whom we can
trust without question. This is why when
they cross us, we feel the need to make
things “even.” We fail to see that friendship

shouldn’t be about getting revenge or settling
scores. When a casual acquaintance evolves
into a deeper friendship, an unspoken bond
is formed. Therefore, if one person betrays
the other, immense guilt is often quick to
follow. There’s no need to add to that guilt
unless you truly want to see your friend
suffer, in which case he or she shouldn’t have

Friendships have evolved into embodiments
of shallow and phony competition in which
the winner is decided by who has
the most connections — it’s
an intricate and mentally
exhausting contest, yet
we play it surprisingly well.
Being “close” is now sharing

been your friend to begin with.
The loss of this key factor in friendship
only pales in comparison to the major
dilemma facing teenagers: Who has more?
Mercutio didn’t seem to mind at all that his
best buddy was the Romeo. Mercutio may
have partied all night with everyone else,
but at the end of the day, he sacrificed his life
for Romeo. Shakespearean events may be
fictitious, but the main principle still applies.

a single secret and suddenly becoming “best
friends for life” with the person you confided
in. In the game, one cannot appear to be too
eager. Instead, we must always fake modesty
and still retain an entire arsenal of loyal
cronies. This isn’t to say that having a large
group of friends is a bad thing. However,
keeping them for the sake of showing off
reduces friends to nothing more than flashy
accessories.

At this point, I’d like to confirm that this
article isn’t meant to be bitter or cynical
toward friendship. There’s a large portion
of teenagers who still understand what
friendship is all about. People say that
friends come and go, but family always
stays with you; however, it’s not likely that
your mother will stay up until two in the
morning discussing your outfit for
the next day, nor is it likely that your
father will listen to your three-hour
rant about your math exam. There are
certain things that only a friend can
do — they can relate to your problems,
and they always know exactly how to
brighten your day. For many, surviving
high school would be impossible
without friends.
In the end, Mercutio dueled Tybalt
just because he insulted Mercutio’s
friend. Whether this was an act of
nobility or an act of temper can be
left for debate, but the true message
of his actions should remain clear.
Friendships have become increasingly
complicated, which presents a new set
of issues regarding what comprises
true friendship. Some people might
think that they won’t see their current
friends in ten years anyway, so what’s
the point of even trying? To that, I
say the experience of having a true friend is
incomparable. How much satisfaction can
you really receive from passing a math test
without conveying your excitement to your
friend? Or how can you move on from your
breakup without a shoulder to cry on? These
small, simple things should be the basis of
friendship today. Superficial or not, friends
are those who help us through it all, and
it’s virtually impossible to live without them.
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Mitt Romney: the right fit for America
By HOWARD CHANG, senior
HERE’S A THOUGHT — you don’t have to
be a conservative to vote for Mitt Romney.
In fact, you don’t even have to like him
as a person. These qualifiers are pretty
convincing, but they’re not prerequisites,
contrary to what our current polarized
political climate might suggest. While there
is a time for ideology, just as there is a time
for personal trust to step to the forefront,
this election should be about one thing:
competent leadership.
We’ve seen what a lack of both
competence and leadership has caused
over the past twelve years. Beginning with
George W. Bush, who more or less ceded the
decision-making prerogative to his advisers,
and continuing with the current president,
who demonstrated his inability to lead when
he abandoned the narrative to his political
opponents during the healthcare debate,
the lack of strong direction from the White
House has cost this country. It has allowed
partisan bickering to exceed the limits of
healthy political debate, and paralyzed our
legislative system to a degree of gridlock
unparalleled in recent memory. Coming
at such a critical juncture, in the midst
of daunting problems both at home and
abroad, such inaction has proven especially
disastrous. If there is one thing that will
get America back on the right track, it is
effective leadership.
Say what you will about him, but
Mitt Romney has a very solid record of
leadership. He has had experience running
an administration and knows how to get
things done. As Governor of Massachusetts,
he managed to balance the budget and
pass what was then the most significant
healthcare reform package in U.S. history

— all while working with a Democratic
legislature. And let’s not forget his business
experience — as clichéd as it may sound, the
ability to negotiate deals is vital to leading
competently. It’s also a talent that’s been
conspicuously short in supply. A Romney
presidency can do much to change that.
But, admittedly, the ability to pass
legislation can do more harm than good if

is that he’s playing up his “conservative
credentials” to get elected, and that, once in
office, he’s much more likely to govern from
the pragmatic center than from the extreme
right. His career in finance, his record
as Massachusetts governor (remember
Romneycare?), and even a few of his “gaffes”
over the course of the campaign have shown
that he has a much more nuanced and

REUTERS

Governor Mitt Romney (left) and President Barack Obama (right)
debate foreign policy in front of moderator Bob Schieffer at the final U.S.
presidential debate in Boca Raton, Florida, on October 22, 2012.
the laws themselves are dictated by ideology
rather than common-sense principles of
policy. This is particularly relevant for Mitt
Romney, since his electoral strategy has
focused on winning over conservatives,
including
such
standard-bearers
of
ideological absolutism as the Tea Party.
Indeed, their vision of government is pretty
scary and too far to the right.
But my personal impression of Romney

sophisticated understanding of economic
theory than you might otherwise think if you
followed his official talking points. In one
case, when Time asked Mr. Romney about
budget spending in 2013, he said this: “If you
take a trillion dollars for instance, out of the
first year of the federal budget, that would
shrink GDP over 5%. That is, by definition,
throwing us into recession or depression. So
I’m not going to do that, of course.” He was

Forward to four more years
By VISHAL BAILOOR, political columnist
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA. The name
doesn’t inspire the same fever of change or
potential that it did four years ago. At the
time, America was celebrating the end of
President Bush’s second term and looking
forward to real change. Stuck, seemingly
permanently, in two wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, America was fighting a losing
battle against an indomitable network of
global terrorists; our allies were abandoning
us, our economy was collapsing, bin Laden
continued to circulate gloating videos — the

list is endless. Obama seems to have lost
the fire that propelled him into office. The
American people are starting to think that
perhaps four years of Obama wasn’t quite as
promising as it seemed and that the “change”
we were promised hasn’t materialized;
after all, what has Obama done to earn reelection?
The answer: He has changed the course
of America. When President Obama took
office, the tasks ahead of him seemed
insurmountable. But fast forward through
Obama’s presidency to today. Few, if any,
Americans worry as much about national

security as they did four years ago, with
al Qaeda collapsing, and bin Laden only
an unhappy memory. The war in Iraq is
wrapping up. Iran, the current political
“enemy,” suffered a currency collapse
and, after a surge in Afghanistan severely
dropped American death rates, soldiers are
beginning to leave the Middle East faster
than they are being sent there. Guantanamo
prisoners are slowly but surely being tried
in civil courts and military tribunals, ending
the Bush administration’s attempt to lock
them away forever. After Obama left the
podium following a rousing speech at the
United Nations a few weeks ago, he was
given an enthusiastic ovation from a world
grateful for everything he has done.
Obama’s domestic policy is at least as
awe-inspiring as his foreign policy, if not
more so. Entering office facing the biggest
financial crisis in twenty years, with losses
second only to those seen in the Great
Depression, Obama did not let Americans
suffer, but rather championed two stimulus
packages that most economists agree halted
the economic decline. In 2010, he signed
into law the Dodd-Frank reform bill, which
regulated quick investments, ended several
subprime mortgage practices, and made
Wall Street more accountable, but still free.
Unemployment, at around 10% in 20082009, has fallen to 7.8%, signifying that
tens of millions of Americans are able to go
to work again. In the midst of all this, he
was able to successfully cut taxes for small
businesses. No less notable is how when
faced with opposition by congressional
Republicans, Obama signed into law the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,
or Obamacare, which has already given 3.1
million Americans health insurance, allowed
kids under 26 to remain on their parents’
insurance, and, despite the claims of its
opponents, has been declared constitutional

quickly forced to recant this little piece of
ideological heresy amid criticism from the
right, but it nevertheless betrays a mind not
likely to buy into the whole nonsense about
huge spending cuts magically boosting
confidence in the economy and solving
deficit woes. In fact, a terser defense of
Keynesian budgeting could not have been
offered by the Obama campaign. Far from
being an arbiter of right-wing extremism,
Romney as president might turn out to be
the down-to-earth pragmatist who will do
what it takes to get this nation’s affairs in
order.
The tragedy here is that it would be
impossible for Romney to win based on his
real beliefs. Denied the liberal vote, he has
no option but to secure conservative support
to have a chance at being elected. He is also
a victim of the sort of politics demanded
by the 24-hour news cycle — politics
more concerned with acting than with
policymaking, in which the palm of victory
goes to the one who can smile most on camera.
It’s no secret that Romney has nothing on
Obama in terms of personal charisma, but in
such an environment, it is doubtful whether
Thomas Jefferson or Abraham Lincoln
could have become the presidents had they
campaigned just as themselves, rather than
as alter-egos specially designed to win over
the electorate. It is a travesty that ideology
and personality play the central role in
determining one’s chances at gaining high
office. Put aside for a second your ideology
and your judgment of his personality — from
an objective standpoint, Romney has all the
skills, the leadership, and the demonstrated
competence in government to be a great
president.
But first, he needs to do what it takes to
get there.

by a Republican-dominated Supreme Court.
President Obama also made sure that
millions of dollars were allocated to help
pay for homeless veterans’ housing and food.
And, of course, who can forget Obama’s
famous declaration in support of same-sex
marriage and his repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell?
President Barack Obama, despite loud
opposition, has accomplished more in his
four years than most leaders accomplish
in a lifetime. The real question is, in this
upcoming election, will Americans realize
what Obama has done for them? The
election is approaching very quickly, and is
looking better than ever for Obama. In spite
of a widely criticized performance in the first
debate, Obama is still pulling ahead because
of success in the second debate and falling
unemployment rates. While it is unlikely
that he will sweep minority voters as he did
in 2008, due to widespread disappointment
that he has not done more for minority rights,
he is still considered preferable to Governor
Romney, both as a symbol of diversity and as
an efficient leader.
At this time four years ago, Americans
were tired of Bush-era politics and looking
for a leader. Some say that Obama only looks
good in comparison to Bush — yet the truth
is that Obama has more than proved himself
as a president and has garnered a tidal wave
of surging support that will enable him
to sweep the November election. Obama
maintains an edge in almost every possible
area — experience, national security, policy,
track record — while Romney is continually
plagued with gaffes such as his infamous
“47%” comment. It all comes down to
whether we want four more years of hope
and change, or not. After all that Obama has
done for the American people, it seems like
the title of President is one that fits him just
right.
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You know you go to JP when...

…guys wear gym clothes to school to avoid
sharing gym lockers.
…school plays attract audiences from schools
you’ve never heard of before.
…everyone watches the presidential
debates…
…mainly because teachers assign it as
homework...
…and “YOLO” is modified into a political
statement to encourage voting.
…despite the shrieks and screams, you enjoy
the Karaoke Stand on JP Day.
…the “Tips for Freshmen” list in the hallway
is more applicable to upperclassmen.
…seniors start stressing about prom in
September.
…tiny preschool-size students wander

throughout the halls, melting even the most
callous of hearts.
…most of the people near your locker are
complete strangers.
…for the first time, teachers seem to know
the new technology better than students.
…you pray your picture will not appear in
the slideshow on the school’s homepage for
everyone to see.
…JP-themed USB drives are sold at the
school store even though they can’t be used
on JP computers.
…you can identify freshmen by how many
books they carry.
…seniors claim they have senioritis by the
end of the second day of school.
…the 92-year-old lunch lady is one of the

most energetic and spirited persons in the
entire school.
…the only reason you eat school lunches is
because the lunch ladies are so nice.
…desperate students abandon their dignity
at the Club Fair for just a few more email
addresses.
…you’re late on Friday and have to endure
a painfully embarrassing walk of shame to
Justin Bieber’s “As Long As You Love Me”
…you can tell which kids are cool simply by
how they carry cafeteria coffee.
…most of the revenue from car washes
comes from parents sending their children
to marching band rehearsal.
…you can hear the drumline practicing from
your home.
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…you are forced to try the greens served for
lunch since there is little other food.
…clubs raise the school’s BMI by selling
Gertrude Hawk chocolate bars.
…you come to school dressed up and people
automatically assume you have an English
presentation or a home game.

By HAOLUN XU, senior,
TANYA BALARAJU, junior,
and ANDREW YE, junior.
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CHECK IT OUT.

Let the 57th annual Hunger Games begin!
By BHAVNA BHATIA, senior
WITH THE PRESIDENTIAL election just
around the corner, the Internet and mass
media are providing complete coverage in
the most objective way possible. Of course,
by objective, I mean completely biased,
and by complete coverage, I mean anything
and everything that shows how well their
preferred candidate is doing.
Bored and frustrated with the political
circus, I did what anyone with homework,
tests, and a future to plan would do: I
watched “The Hunger Games.” As I swooned
over Peeta’s unrequited love for Katniss,
I thought about how this dystopia shows
the aftermath of the decline of our society.
This led me to the following realization: the
presidential election is exactly like “The
Hunger Games” — without the mass killings.

I sat there in awe at this conclusion. It all fit
into place.
Think about it. A bunch of hopeful
heroes — called “tributes”
in “The Hunger Games”
and “candidates” in
the election — face
each other in an
arena. To improve
their chances of
winning,
they
must find favor
with a generally
obtuse public and a
media that feeds on
sensation and cruelty,
all while annihilating
their opponents by any means possible.
Although getting to the top is a bit different
in Panem (the world of “The Hunger

Games”), it is not necessarily more humane
than the path to becoming the President of
the United States. In lieu of bows and
axes, bitter mudslinging and
underhanded exploitation
are the weapons of
choice. Tributes on
both sides wield the
influence of their
sponsors, Obama
flaunting
the
support of pop icons
like Beyoncé and
Oprah, and Romney
gaining the backing
of Clint Eastwood and
Donald Trump.
Think back to what caused Herman Cain’s
political death: sex scandals and the widely
publicized “Where is Libya?” interview.

Rick Perry will surely never recover from
forgetting the Environmental Protection
Agency. And Michele Bachmann and John
Huntsman, remember them? They were also
voted out of the arena after disappointing
performances in the Games — that is, the
primaries.
The most important difference, however,
between the film and reality is that at the
end of “The Hunger Games,” when the
credits roll in, we can all go home back to
our regular lives. Katniss and Peeta will rest
on their celluloid laurels, most likely to come
back another day, discussed and applauded
once more.
There will be no waking from our own
Presidential Hunger Games. We will be
obligated to follow the leadership of the
candidate that prevails.
Cue the mutant insects.

NOVEMBER 2012
The
presidential
candidates have debated
more issues over the past year and
a half than Hawkeye has published
in over forty years. Facebook members
suddenly become political connoisseurs,
spamming newsfeeds with play-by-plays of
the presidential debates. Twitter explodes
with satirical tags after
each political mishap
— #malarkey,
#bindersfullofwomen…
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OCT. 2012:

the

The first presidential
debate takes place on
the 3rd.

Rac

e to

reference to Big
Bird, the lengthy argument
over a $5 trillion tax cut, and
moderator Jim Lehrer’s
inability to keep control.

JULY 2012:

Mitt Romney visits the
London Olympics, but accidentally
questions Great Britain’s ability to host
the event, inciting outrage from Britons
and reproach from Prime Minister
David Cameron.

Most
Americans believe
Romney emerged victorious.
Highlights include
Romney’s

AUG. 2012: Romney
and Ryan are nominated
President and Vice President at
the 2012 Republican National
Convention in Florida.

MAY 2012:

FEB. 2012:

Romney bounces back
from his defeat at the S. Carolina
primary and wins the Florida primary by a
margin of 16%. The competition between Romney
and Gingrich intensifies. Though Gingrich
continues to lead the GOP race nationally,
Romney begins to gain on him.

Election 2012:
a timeline
By AMY HUANG, columnist, and AISHWARYA NAIR, sophomore

Romney and his wife each
donate $75,000 to his Victory fund, the
first time they make contributions out of
their own savings. Meanwhile, May marks the
40th consecutive month that unemployment
rates have exceeded 8%.

DEC. 2011: GOP
presidential debate takes place in Sioux City,
Iowa. Participants include Mitt Romney, Rick Perry,
Newt Gingrich, Michele Bachmann, and Ron Paul. Later, Herman
Cain announces the suspension of his campaign.
OCT. 2011: Sarah Palin states she will not enter the 2012 presidential race.
AUG. 2011: Iowa State University holds the Republican presidential primary.
Facing off: Michele Bachmann, Herman Cain, Newt Gingrich, Ron Paul, Mitt
Romney, and Rick Santorum.
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Hawkeye’s Guide to

Election 2012

ROMNEY ON AGAIN? THAT’S NOT MY ANSWER, BY THE
WAY.” ~ “NATIONAL MATHEMATICS PARTY” ~ “YOU’R
E THE THIRD PERSON WHO’S ASKED ME. DEMOCRAT,
RIGHT?” ~
DONKEYS.” ~ “LIKE GREEN? YEA, INDEPENDENT I GUESS.
” ~ “I’M NOT SURE, BUT I THINK MY PARENTS ARE DEMOC
RATS.” ~ “EVERYONE SAYS OBAMA IN JP, BUT I
YOU TELL? DEMOCRAT!” ~ “IT’S NOT LIKE I GO AROUN
D TELLING EVERYONE BUT YEAH, I’M PRO-ROMNEY”
~ “IN THIS ELECTION? DEMOCRAT.” ~ “ROMNEY,

Centerfold by DENNIS ZHANG, junior

EVERY FOUR YEARS, our country enters a frenzy of
campaigns and speeches. Phrases such as “tax cuts” and
“healthcare” become hotly contested topics all across the
nation. Americans become engulfed in the presidential
election. Hawkeye conducted a survey to see what JP
students think of the candidates.

By ARJUN GOURISHETTY, freshman

SEPT.

2012:

Obama and

Biden
recieve their
nominations
at the
2012 DNC in
North Carolina.

JUN.

2012:

The Supreme Court
rules in favor of the
Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act,
creating

MAR.

large
range
of benefits for minority
groups. This doesn’t do
much to bump up Obama
in the polls.

2012:

Obama
is heard
telling Russian president Dmitry
Medvedev to give him “space”
regarding issues such as
missile defense.
JAN. 2012:

In his State of the Union Address,
President Obama talks about taxing
the wealthy more to better distribute
wealth among the working class. He also
champions improvement in education,
corporate regulations, and clean
energy.

NOV. 2011:

Obama and ‘Super Committee’ fail to come
up with a deficit reduction plan.
SEPT. 2011: Obama introduces the American
Jobs Act, a $447 billion stimulus, to combat
the 9% unemployment rate. The bill is met
with opposition from the Republican
representatives and weak support from
the Democratic ones.

Diary of a
campaign manager
By JULIA ZOU, sophomore
FINALLY — a break from the ringing
phones, hectic schedule, and mass influx
of emails and messages. The election is
approaching faster than I could have ever
imagined. My friends tell me they haven’t
seen me in months. I’ve even neglected
my Chipotle addiction. It’s as if I’m in high
school again, watching due dates come
closer and closer, resisting the urge to
procrastinate on anything and everything.
There’s just one major difference — I’ve
never worked with so much money, millions
and millions of dollars. It seems like just
yesterday when I got a frantic voicemail to
do damage control on the latest campaign
fiasco. On a second thought, that was just
yesterday.
I wake up to the incessant buzzing of
my smartphone alerting me to every little
detail: a new opportunity to promote, a
last-minute scheduling change, a shortage
of toilet paper in the office. I get to work,
calling colleagues and assigning articles
and campaign materials, while yelling at
Larry the intern to run down to the local
grocery store. I have mastered the skill of
multitasking, and the only casualty I’ve
faced is the perpetual kink in my neck
where a phone is usually lodged, trapped
between my shoulder and my ear. But minor
paralysis seems like a small price to pay for
the future of the country.
Just a couple months ago, I was at the
very bottom of campaign managing, facing
my candidate and telling him that his
campaign was failing. I had seen numbers
(votes, sponsors, approval ratings) just
keep going down, down, down, until they
plummeted to rock bottom. And then, to
defy expectations, the numbers went down
some more. That poor man needed me.
I emailed him, said that something very
important had to be discussed, and set up
an appointment. That Saturday afternoon,
I walked toward our meeting room and
saw that the door was wide open. I peered
inside and was greeted with the sight of our
potential president with his legs up on the
table, drinking a can of Coke with... dare
I say it? A polka dot tie. Fool! Don’t you
know that polka dots doom their wearer to
failure? I could see that I had my work cut
out for me.
Just 7249 minutes away from Election
Day. If Larry doesn’t show up in five
minutes... forget it. I need to find the nearest
Chipotle.
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A warm welcome to all of our new teachers!
By ADITI KALE, freshman

IT’S THAT TIME of year again — bewildered
students meander the halls, flustered
freshmen ask upperclassmen for advice, and
unfamiliar faces appear in every classroom.
However, to help students feel acquainted
with the community, the following new
teachers offer a bit of advice and their own
personal history: Ms. Biloholowski, Mrs.
Marzulla, Mr. Patel, and Ms. Peterson.
Ms. Biloholowski, a Chemistry teacher
at JP, is the coach of the boys’ soccer team
at Woodrow Wilson Middle School. Prior
to joining JP Stevens, she graduated from
Cardinal McCarrick High School and
Cedar Crest College with a double major
in chemistry and secondary education.
She enjoys teaching chemistry because it
gives students the ability to apply concepts
through lab work. For those wanting to
achieve success in this course, she advises
them to “stick to the notes, do your
homework, and relax.”
Mrs. Marzulla, a French teacher, had
the opportunity to travel abroad to Paris
and London with her language students
and even participated in a summer study
abroad program in Tours, France. She has
been teaching French for 11 years, after
graduating from the Douglass College of
Rutgers University with a BA in French and

Fall Rally

By GURLEEN KAUR, junior
FOLLOWING THE MOTTO of “Pass the
torch. Share the flame. Share the light. Make
some change,” the JP Stevens Key Club went
to Six Flags Great Adventure for Fall Rally,
an event at which Key Clubbers from all
over New Jersey met and joined to support
each other’s services. This year’s Olympic
theme consisted of each Key Club division
representing a different nation. JP Stevens,
along with other schools including Edison
High, represented India in Division 10.
Nicole Ventrone, the District Governor,
kicked off the event by explaining the year’s
district project: Eliminate. The Eliminate
Project has brought together Kiwanis
International and UNICEF to help fight
against maternal and neonatal tetanus,
a disease that kills one baby every nine
seconds. The District Governor continued by
stating that the goal was to raise $100,602.23
throughout the service year. “I feel proud of
taking part in the Eliminate Project since it
helps so many newborns in other countries.
The district project is the quintessence of the
commitment, dedication, and service that
lays the foundation of Key Club,” sophomore
Gunica Bhatia expressed.
After the ceremony came to a close, Key
Club members had the opportunity to spend
the entire day at Six Flags with their friends.
Drishti Chhabria, President of JPS Key Club,
recounted, “Despite the constant rain and
chilly winds, we all enjoyed the Fall Rally and
made the best of every moment at Six Flags.
It was an amazing experience together with
friends and over 3,000 Key Clubbers from all
over New Jersey. But most importantly, Fall
Rally gave us an opportunity to meet new
people, learn about upcoming projects, and
kick off a great start to the service year, all
while reliving the Olympics, Key Club style.”
After spending twelve hours playing
games and riding roller coasters, JPS Key
Club headed home, tired but happy. In the
words of adviser Ms. Nixon, “Adventures
like the Fall Rally make great memories.”

At a

glance
snippets of JP life and beyond

MS. BILOHOLOWSKI

MS. PETERSON

MRS. MARZULLA

a double major in French and German. She
also earned an MA in Language Education
and an ESL certification. Currently the
InterAct Advisor, Mrs. Marzulla had been
an advisor of the French club and French
Honor Society in her former district. One
of her goals is to instill a respect for French
culture in all of her students, as a middle
school teacher did for her. She encourages
her students to “speak French because you
can’t be a proficient speaker if you don’t
practice and study daily.”
Mr. Patel, a physics teacher, is not only the
advisor for the InvenTeam and JPApps Club,
but also a JP alum! He was formerly involved
in choir with Mrs. Wions and art with Ms.
Paolello. At Rutgers University, he earned a
major in Physics and minored in Art History,

and a graduate degree in Physics Education.
He enjoys teaching physics because “[it] is
mainly process-based. It’s an interesting
subject because it’s more about figuring
things out than memorization.” Some
guidance as to how to do well in Mr. Patel’s
class comes straight from his students. When
questioned, the whole class chimed in,
saying, “Keep re-submitting [assignments]!”,
and “Come after school every day.” His motto
is, “Don’t plug and chug,” which reminds
students to digest the problem and draw a
picture before solving.
Ms. Peterson, a World History teacher,
attended Haddonfield Memorial High
School and Douglass College of Rutgers
University, where she majored in American
Studies and American History. She went

on to earn a Masters Degree in Secondary
Social Studies Education from Rutgers
Graduate School of Education. Ms. Peterson
draws a similarity between her passion for
history and teaching, explaining, “Teaching
history is just like story-telling, but the story
is always relevant and helps you understand
the world.” Ms. Peterson enjoys educating
her students about the presidential election,
and encourages them to “stay informed
about current events.” For students who
want to ace her class, she offers a quote by
Mary Baker Eddy, “There is no excellence
without labor, and the time to work is now.”
Ms. Peterson is also serving as a co-advisor
for Model United Nations.
To all of our new teachers: Welcome to
John P. Stevens!

Behind the scenes: The Tempest

each aspect of the production is covered
meticulously to ensure maximum quality.
IT’S NOVEMBER. The marking period is
Every Saturday, and even on some weekdays,
coming to an end, and everyone is rushing
all of the crew members meet together in
to finish that one last paper or
the JP auditorium to work
cramming for that terrifying
on the entire set. During
math quarterly. Fortunately,
these meetings, posters
along with the rush for grades,
advertising
the
play
the much anticipated fall play
are made, costumes are
presented by the JP Stevens
stitched, the background
Theater Company also opens to
scene is painted, and the
students.
set is built. “Lots of people
This year’s fall theater
assume the actors are the
production, “The Tempest,”
only ones who put in a
centers around the wizard
lot of time for the play,”
Prospero, who is banished from
says junior Ryan Wall,
his dukedom by his brother
House Manager and a
Antonio. Prospero schemes
member of the Production
to reclaim the dukedom from
Team. “Members of the
Antonio by trapping Antonio
Art Crew and Tech Crew
and his men on his island during
put
countless
hours
ABBAS TAIYEBI
a storm.
into weekly construction
Senior Samantha Schneider, playing Antonio, and junior
As the performance date
because we want to create
Steve Silvestri, Prospero, rehearse for “The Tempest.”
quickly approaches, the cast
the whole atmosphere that
braces itself for increasingly tenuous
Like any production, the people behind the makes the play as great as it is.”
rehearsals. Actors must learn their lines and scenes are just as important as those on the
As opening day gets closer, time spent on
add personal touches to each scene, so that stage. From lighting to art crew to costumes, construction lengthens in order to finish
all of the props and set. But for actors, the
workload is the same. “Actors sometimes
have to sacrifice everything, including sleep,”
says sophomore Julia Rocha. “But in the end,
But these renovations aren’t limited to preserves the traditional use of the library. it’s worth it.”
using existing space in new ways. Whenever There is also a new flat screen television: a
All theater members can agree that
JP Stevens gets a new upgrade, technology modern touch.
friendships are formed and pride is shared
that further enhances learning for students
These renovations seemed targeted at when the doors open and people flood in,
is added. In this case, thirty computers have the student body, but the benefits of a new admiring the performances and talents of
been added for students’ use.
JP library will extend to the faculty as well. so many individuals. But nothing would be
Junior Bryan Lin says, “For better or worse, Teachers will have an easier time managing possible without the behind-the-scenes
students have now become increasingly their classes in the library because students work that goes into every performance.
reliant on technology. We use computers will be presented with more material.
Every member of the theater club worked
for doing homework, studying, or creating
“I am glad the budget fulfilled its promise tirelessly to bring the best possible show to
projects. With the additional computers, in refurbishing our library. I have always the audience.
more students can use them at one time. loved the library ever since I was a young
As sophomore Gira Mistry, a member
Now, each student can have a computer and child. Books and other written records of the JP Theater Art Crew, says, “When
type up a project on Google Drive, making were our resources for our college papers people come to see the show, they only see
the process five times more efficient.”
back in the day,” Librarian Mrs. Stein says, the end result. But when you work on it the
There is also a quiet study area off to chuckling. “Students here at JP will be proud entire time, you appreciate all of the work
the side, near the back of the room, which of the renovation.”
that goes into it.”
By KAVYA UDUPA, sophomore

“the character is more than a few lines on the
script, it’s a second personality,” according
to sophomore Julia Rocha, who plays the
drunk Stephano.

Library, contd.
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Crescendos and Competitions

JP Day, contd.

Club Fair, contd.
“We made it a priority to spread the word
about InterAct in order to recruit committed
members for the successful year we have
planned,” responded InterAct’s Vice
President, junior Gurnoor Tucker. When
asked about the club’s goals, he responded,
“Seeing so many people show up to our booth
was incredible. Whether people were lured
to our booth because of our array of baked
goods or simply out of curiosity, I think that
InterAct received a considerable amount of
publicity. In my opinion, this was the first
good sign that a successful year lies ahead!”
For many organizations, the Club Fair had
a clearly defined purpose: to reach out to
the student body and recruit new members.
Sign-up sheets covered tables, and students
did their best to advertise and inform others
about their respective clubs.
The entire cafeteria was filled with
students circulating between booths and
enjoying the food, music, and company
of friends. The students’ initiative and

curiosity were rewarded with a variety
of activities to partake in, with attendees
holding discussions on everything from
fencing to calculus. Attendees reflected on
their experiences positively, as they were
impressed both with what the clubs had to
offer and with the sheer volume of clubs
present. As freshman Jessica Ho observed,
“Everyone was so enthusiastic about their
clubs; people kept on dragging my friends
and me over to their booths and stuffing
flyers in our hands. It made me feel like no
matter what club I joined, I’d be welcomed
into a giant family.”
By uniting food, fun, and information, the
Club Fair brought out student camaraderie
and provided the perfect opportunity for
everyone to learn more about the school
through their fellow classmates. In the end,
JP Day wasn’t just a popular venue for people
to learn more about clubs; it was also a way to
get students together, involved, enthusiastic,
and ready to pursue their interests.

Elections, contd.
about his experiences in Boy Scouts. Melody
Oztan followed with a speech about her
leadership skills and dedication.
Finally, the presidential nominees
took the stand. Tarush Aneja began by
presenting many different ideas through
humor. Next, Samuel Marshall gave his
speech, starting with the classic “My fellow
Americans...” Samantha Johnson continued
the presidential line-up, impressing the
listeners with her honesty: “The difference
between the other candidates and me? I
don’t make empty promises; everything I say,
I will get done!” Joseph Pecoraro concluded
the speeches with his plans for the next four
years of high school.
Although there were many aspiring
candidates present at the freshmen
election, only four spots were available.
Congratulations
to
Shivam
Bhatt
(Treasurer), Ahmad Javed (Secretary),
Akshat Mehta (Vice President) and Joseph
Pecoraro (President)!

matches with miniature remote control
robots. Stationed next to the popcorn stand
in front of the cafeteria, a karaoke machine
set up by the JP Choir attracted people
walking by. Participants selected songs such
as “A Whole New World” and “YMCA,”
and belted out heartfelt melodies for the
surrounding crowds. The Honor Societies
also joined in JP Day and offered a number
of booths: the National Honor Society held
a Bingo competition, the Hindi Honor
Society allowed students to create colorful
explosions of spin art, and the French Honor
Society provided differently shaped beads
and string for jewelry making.
Throughout the day, there were several
musical and cultural performances to
entertain those who attended the event.
First, the String Ensemble from the JP
Orchestra performed an upbeat combination
of popular Beatles songs, titled “Beatles
Forever.” Afterward, the HarMENizers a
cappella group performed two numbers,
“Good Old A Cappella” and “Be True to Your
School.” Outside, the Chinese Culture Club
performed the Lion Dance to the beat of
the traditional Chinese drum, “Party Rock
Anthem” by LMFAO, and “Gangnam Style”
by South Korean pop star PSY.
With JP Day winding down, Ms.
Pawlikowski announced that it was time
for the Battle of the Classes Lip-Syncing
Contest. The freshman class began with
five representatives lip-syncing “Sexy and
I Know It” by LMFAO, dressed like the
actors in the music video. They ended the
song by dancing the “Gangnam Style” dance
as the audience cheered with delight. The
sophomore class went next and performed
a mash-up of popular songs, including “ Too
Close” by Alex Clare, “We Are Never Ever
Getting Back Together” by Taylor Swift, and
“Pound the Alarm” by Nicki Minaj.
Afterward, the junior class’ representatives
danced to the song “Wannabe” by the Spice
Girls. Last, but not least, was the senior class,
who decided that rock was what defined it
the most. The performers combined songs
such as the Wanted’s “Glad You Came” and
the Backstreet Boys’ “I Want It That Way”
with classics such as Rick Springfield’s
“Jessie’s Girl.” The senior class’ complex
and creative performance ultimately won
the competition and audience members
exploded into cheers as the seniors were
awarded 200 points.
As the audience prepared to view a short
clip on the projector, Ms. Pawlikowski, Mr.
Harris, Dr. Shallop, and Ms. Quick delivered
a surprise performance, dancing and lipsyncing to the contagious beat of “Soul Man”
by the Blues Brothers. The administrators
were accompanied by the large projector
screen which played a video of teachers
and staff dancing to the music in segments.
After the jazz song ended, it was clear that
the administration elicited the loudest vocal
responses from the audience.
Once the audience settled down, Ms.
Pawlikowski went to the podium and
thanked the students and community: “It
was great to see how the community came
together as a whole with the help and efforts
of the numerous student volunteers.”
Indeed, the event was a success. “JP Day
was a fun and exciting experience which
also benefited our school. It is always nice
to see how much the community can bond
over one event. I’m already looking forward
to the next JP Day!” exclaimed sophomore
Heidy Shi.
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8381:
Grant dollars
given by the Lemelson-

hosted its very own competition at JP.
The silent, foggy afternoon was graced
BEN TEN HUT! The marching Hawks with the harmonious melody of the Star
are well into their new season and have Spangled Banner, played by JP Saxophones
already performed at various competitions sophomore Pratik Pradhan, juniors Iris
including those at South Brunswick High Wong and Justin Jones, and seniors David
School, Piscataway High School, Edison Zhou and David Choi. Just hours before, the
High School, and even Giants Stadium. To Band Department was running in circles,
add to this, on Sunday, October 7, JP Band trying to adjust the venue of the competition.
The rain that morning had
created some difficulties with
the competition field, rendering
it muddy and almost impossible
to march in. Fortunately, a
backup plan created for such
weather mishaps was put into
action, and everyone came
together to move the program
indoors.
The band room was full
with the sounds of tinkling
flutes, bellowing trumpets,
FIONA BYON thundering
sousaphones,
Drum major Rudy Yang, senior, conducts the jazzy saxophones, and other
marching band during the fall rally.
instruments from a number of
By ANUSHREE SREEDHAR, junior

different schools across the region. A myriad
of twirling flags adorned the stage in the
auditorium as the Color Guard practiced
its routine. Meanwhile, the bleachers in
the old gym were packed with enthusiastic
parents and friends who cheered for the
band competing on the floor below. The
evening concluded with an exhibition of the
JP Marching Hawks’ performance of “War,”
with excerpts from Bonnie Doon, Danny
Boy, and Green Bushes.
Although the “marching” aspect was
omitted, JP Band successfully carried out
its home show within the comfort of JP
walls. “It’s difficult to bring things like this
indoors. But the parents and students did
an outstanding job; so outstanding, that the
school received an email from a parent of
North Plainfield High School who said that
the event couldn’t be any more professional,”
said Mr. DeNicola, the director of the JP
Band Program. Through the students’
perseverance and dedication to the JP Band
program, the competition at home was a
success.
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Fresh on the scene: Class of 2016

the Leader.” Junior Ketal Patel said, “I have
been coming to Freshman Social for the past
WHAT BETTER WAY to welcome freshmen
3 years and I always have a blast!”
to high school than JP Stevens’ annual
After refreshments were served, the dance
Freshman Social on September
party finally began. With a
24? The event was an exciting
talented DJ, the students
way for freshmen to get
immediately bonded over
comfortable with their new
the fist-pumping music
environment (as well as take a
as they danced the rest
break from homework).
of the night away. “My
Upperclassmen had the
favorite part was when
opportunity to make a first
they
played
Gangnam
impression on these newcomers
Style!” freshman Revathi
as they dressed up in various
Gudi exclaimed. “The
groups. While the freshmen
dances and icebreakers
entered the old gym, they
really produced a warm
were each given a number that
welcome for everyone who
corresponded with a group of
attended.” As the night
older students who led them
slowly wound down, an air
in different icebreakers. The
of camaraderie pervaded
IRIS WONG
groups included Carpenters,
every corner and proved to
Freshmen Hannah Xue and Aseem Utrankar guide fellow be a memorable experience
Geeks,
Clue?
Characters,
classmate Breana Tan through a Hula-Hoop.
Hippies, Mario and Luigi, 80’s
for all. Anjani Patel, junior,
group, Lifeguards, Minions, and Hawaiian to get to know each other. Freshmen named said, “Freshman Social is definitely my
boys. After everyone became acquainted interesting things about each other, tried favorite event to host; it’s a great way to meet
with each other, the icebreakers finally “Two Truths and a Lie,” and played “Follow some of the underclassmen!”
By SARVANI KURUGANTI, junior

began.
The event kicked off with a round of
Human Knot, which left everyone in giggles.
Some of the other games allowed freshmen

Dollars
National Merit
raised for the Making
Semifinalists, the highest
Strides Against Breast
number of students from
Cancer fundraiser hosted
any high school in NJ
by the girls’ volleyball team

senior captain Lorraine
Mackiewicz, who set a
new all-time record

MIT program to the JPS
InvenTeam for its LifeSuit
invention proposal
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Keeping up with the JP gridiron gang
was blocked and returned for a touchdown.
The following game, preceded by the
WITH THE BEGINNING of each new school
highly anticipated Tailgate, was against
year comes a season of crisp weather, a
the North Brunswick Raiders. The Hawks
pile of homework, and, of course, football.
jumped ahead 7-0 courtesy of senior Jared
For the Hawks, it’s a fresh start
Mincey, but North Brunswick
and a chance to train harder
answered back by going six plays
than ever to vie for a successful
and 62 yards for a score of their
season. Following a subpar
own. The game slipped out of
season with a 3-6 record last
hand, as a pair of interceptions and
year, the Hawks are more than
a fumble translated to a 27-7 score.
ready to move on to another
The Hawks started the comeback
season — ready to give it their all,
trail in the second half, as “Chewy”
and keep their heads held high.
ran into the endzone twice to make
The season started off on
it 27-21. But North Brunswick
the right foot as JP opened
sealed the deal with a one-yard run
against Marlboro with a 34-26
to make the final score 33-21. JP
victory. The Hawks jumped
hosted East Brunswick in a thriller
out in front 13-2, thanks to
of a Homecoming game on October
two touchdown runs by junior
19 and came up short, 35-28.
Chiebuka Chukwuneke that
Playing in the extremely
were highlighted by a monster
NARAYAN KOVIL competitive
Red
Division
90-yard run. The third quarter As North Brunswick lines up for the snap, JP’s varsity is a challenging task. It is
was also great for the Hawks as defense awaits the opportunity to quell the drive.
admirable to see the football
“Chewy” ran twice more into the endzone to 62-19. The third game, against Sayreville, players maintain their high morale even
make the score 27-2. Marlboro closed in on was more suspenseful and proved to be a through the worst of setbacks. To match
the score in the fourth quarter with sixteen nail-biting finish. The Hawks, trailing 10-7, the exceedingly high competition they
unanswered points. But an interception and lined up for a game-tying field goal with six face, the Hawks continuously work to
an onside kick recovery sealed the deal for seconds left in the game, but the attempt maintain a winning attitude and tradition.
By PRIYAN GANDHI, junior

the Hawks, who won their season opener.
Coming off a solid, morale-boosting
victory, the team faced the next game
against rivals Piscataway but failed to keep
the momentum going, with a final score of

New Jersey and sports markets
for the New Jersey Devils. An impresive
team in recent years, the Devils missed a
loan payment on September 1 of last year
and are now suffering from heavy debt.
Consequently, the owners were on the
verge of filing for bankruptcy. Even worse,
the team is worth less than $200 million
and ranked 24th in the league in attendance
last season. The future looks bleak for the
team, at least in New Jersey. With financial
uncertainty worsened by
the competition of
the New York
Islanders’ plan
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Watch and
learn

By NANCY WOO, sophomore

SINCE ANCIENT TIMES, sports has
established itself as a common ground to
bring people together — to unite a shaken
community or bring peace between warring
nations. The essence of exhilaration in sports
is that moment when the underdog fights
back to cover a large deficit with a mere few
minutes left and finally defeats the highranked team. In sports, the unexpected is
always more expected. That is the beauty of
not only playing sports, but also of observing
the intense action that ensues, as a spectator.
By being a sports fan, you grow accustomed
to the peculiar, yet exciting trends of sporting
events, and the more you follow them, the
more involved you feel with the sport.
Being a sports fanatic is a way of life.
Initially, you are a fledgling, a person who
is merely interested in the sport. Slowly but
steadily, that feeling evolves into something
greater, whether by talking to your friends,
immersing yourself in professional sports,
or going to a tailgate to watch the event.
Eventually, you begin to bleed the colors of
the team. Before you know it, you can’t help
but count down the hours to the big game.
When the team loses, you experience a gutwrenching feeling in the pit of your stomach,
but when it wins, you feel ecstatic — like you
are with the team, joining in their celebratory
huddle. The team has become a part of your
identity and its accomplishments add to your
pride.
Understanding
sports
is
like
understanding a whole new language. When
discussing events of a competition, a literate
sports fan must use the standard vocabulary
at all times and apply the rules of “grammar”
appropriately. To make matters even more
complicated, each sport has a separate
vernacular, often using different terms
for similar actions. Yet once you master
the language, you feel a sense of pride.
Remember the first time you realized that
you could actually understand French or
Spanish? This is exactly how understanding
sports jargon feels. When you flip on
Sunday Night Football and understand Jon
Gruden’s color commentary, you feel a sense
of accomplishment. You can partake in a
completely new form of communication.
When you are a fan of a particular sport,
you are one of a community of people who
share the same interest. That’s why you
don’t hesitate to give high fives to the fans
around you in the bleachers and share their
happiness. You instantly build a common
bond with others around you, which also
provides you the opportunity to meet new
people.
So the next time you flip through the
channels on your television, take a minute
to watch a sports game — you’ll be surprised
to see how much you enjoy watching it, and
you may even find yourself wildly cheering.
And the next time you flip through the pages
of Hawkeye, be sure to turn to the sports
section. You won’t be disappointed.

to join
the Nets in Brooklyn,
the Devils may have to consider relocating
to another market down the road. Perhaps
a change in location is exactly what this
team needs to renew hope for stability in the
future.
Based on these scenarios, players often
desire new markets in which they can
capitalize on business opportunities as a

result of greater attention. In 2010, one
of the NBA’s most recognized scorers,
Carmelo Anthony, requested a trade from
the Denver Nuggets, with New York City
as his first preference. Five months later,
he was granted his wish, landing with the
Knicks in a blockbuster deal and promptly
signing a three-year extension. Another
case is that of Chris Paul, who is among the
league’s best point guards. Prior to the 20112012 season, he requested a trade from the
New Orleans Hornets to a more desirable
setting, and landed with the Clippers in
the bright lights of Los Angeles, the second
largest market in the league. Most recently
was the extended saga of Dwight Howard,
the league’s most dominant center, who was
persistent on going to Los Angeles, Dallas,
or the Brooklyn-bound Nets. It’s safe to say
the Nets would not have been atop his list
if they were still stationed in New Jersey.
Players seek the big city atmosphere,
which explains why the Nets, pursuing
superstars like these in the 2010 free
agency goldmine, came up empty.
The reality of the matter is that New
Jersey may not be a suitable location
for a sports franchise, with the
exception of the Jets and Giants,
both of whom play under the label
of “New York.” Is that a reason
for local fans to be disappointed?
Not necessarily. For Nets fans, their favorite
team is now a train ride and a couple of
subway stops away, thriving financially and
rapidly gaining popularity. In many cases, it
is in the team’s best interest to seek a change
in location; although fans may be more
distanced by location, they can be witnesses
to drastic improvements.

SUMMER 2012 was a memorable couple
of months for sports. The London Olympics
provided people worldwide, sports fans or
not, with entertaining matches and races.
Here are some of JP’s opinions on sports!

2. If you could participate in any event
during the Summer Olympics, which would
it be?
Beach Volleyball 		
48%
Gymnastics		 25%
Swimming 		
15%
Track and Field 		
12%

4. If all the JP sports teams participated in
The Hunger Games, which would prevail?
Soccer 		
35%
Tennis			23%
Volleyball		 20%
Cross Country		
13%
Football			
9%

6. If you could participate in any of these
non-existing JP sports, which would it be?
Field Hockey		   36%
Fencing			   27%
Competitive Eating	   21%
Ping Pong		   16%

1. Which Olympic athlete would you most
enjoy watching on a reality TV show?
Hope Solo		
36%
Gabby Douglas 		
29%
Ryan Lochte 		
21%
Usain Bolt 		
14%

3. Which of these unusual but existing
sports would you consider playing?
Quidditch 		
66%
Underwater Hockey
20%
Shin Kicking		
9%
Toe Wrestling		
5%

5. Which of these do you believe most
deserves a varsity jacket?
Band/Choir/Orchestra
34%
Knowledge Masters
29%
Theatre			20%
All of the Above		
17%

7. Which of the following was your favorite
Olympic moment this year?
McKayla Maroney’s vault	 
41%
Michael Phelps: 22 medals  
38%
Usain Bolt: another gold	 
13%
Pistorius and James swap nametags 8%

By ARJUN ARORA, senior
IN SPORTS today, it is not the team’s
performance alone that rakes in the revenue
for its particular franchise. In nearly every
single case, the location of a franchise plays a
significant role in both a team’s in-game and
financial success. New Jersey has been no
exception to this rule.
In 2002 and 2003, the New Jersey Nets
represented the Eastern Conference in the
NBA Finals, facing the Los Angeles and San
Antonio, respectively. Although the Nets
succeeded in winning six playoff series in
two years, the Nets failed to sell out games
and continued to see their crowd turnouts
disappoint. Over the course of the decade,
the team’s attendance never ranked
higher than 18th in the league. The weak
fanbase in New Jersey didn’t provide
the support expected for a team with
success reaching over a span of several
years. In the 2010-2011 season, the
Nets collected the lowest revenue
among all NBA teams, earning a mere
$89 million.
The Knicks, who play in New York, and
the Lakers, who play in Los Angeles, were
generating at least $100 million more than
the Nets. After officially moving
to Brooklyn last spring, the Nets
are now playing in an ideal location,
just across the Hudson River. Simply due
to this location change, the Nets expect
annual revenue to increase trifold. The team
is now worth $575 million, as opposed to
$357 million last season, generating a $200
million jump before playing a single game in
its $950 million arena.
In hockey, a similar situation is occurring

JP speaks
By NATASHA RAI, sophomore
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Very superstitious
By RAVI AGRAWAL, junior
MANY ATHLETES face an enormous
amount of tension during a game because
they have to play with the knowledge that,
in many cases, success hangs by a thread,
and luck may have enough influence to cut
it or reel it in. Luck is the difference of one
millimeter between “out” and “in.” Luck
is the chance that the wind won’t push a
potential game-tying 45-yard field goal wide
right. Luck is also the starting quarterback
for the Indianapolis Colts. Players work to
perfect themselves for a great deal of time
— honing the right placement, timing, and
angle — but select athletes turn to something
beyond pure skill for assistance. These
individuals believe fortune is in their control.
To some, it seems that a mere stroke of
luck can influence the outcomes of their
matches; therefore, players will do anything
to attempt to produce these coveted strokes
of luck. Superstitions are essentially quirky,
idiosyncratic ploys to manipulate luck and
maximize a player’s chances for success;
however, these comical (and often absurd)
rituals offer personal relief and satisfaction
to players prior to big games. Certain acts
have lasted for decades; during a bid for
a no-hitter or perfect game, a pitcher’s
teammates may alienate him in the dugout
and leave him to himself. In the National
Hockey League, the conference champions’
captains avoided making contact with the
trophy presented, believing that doing so
would destroy all chances of winning the
Stanley Cup Final. Just last year, journalists
covered dozens of articles on such displays,

wondering why, among other peculiarities,
Chicago Bears linebacker Brian Urlacher
eats cookies before every game and Boston
Celtics point guard Jason Terry wears the
gym shorts of the opposing team to sleep the
night before every game.
There is no decipherable reason behind
the typical superstition, and there doesn’t
have to be. If a player believes that an action
of no relation to the game inadvertently
affects the outcome of a play or match, then
that’s reason enough. Superstitions may be
fallacies and unfounded beliefs, but they are
also pervasive and held tightly even in the
hearts of many athletes at JP.
When asked about his team’s traditions,
Parag Bapna, senior captain of the XC team
replied, “Before every major meet, the guys
tend to grow out their facial hair, kind of like
playoff beards.” Parag did specify, however,
that he could not identify a similar female
tradition. Kristen Shea, junior captain of
the girls’ varsity soccer squad, gave insight
into her team’s pre-game ritual. “Before
every match, the girls huddle and put their
left hands in for a cheer. Our connected
left hands, which are closer to our hearts
than the right, symbolize the importance
we place on every match.” Coach Pisano of
the tennis team likes keeping footballs that
accidentally land on the tennis courts.
Evidently, some superstitions are done
out of blind faith, while others just serve
to give meaning to the daily events in one’s
life. Nevertheless, superstitions create an
undeniable sense of comfort that allows a
player to move forward and do what they do
best — compete.

Hawks on the run

falling twenty-five seconds short of third
place. As the only freshman on the varsity
CAN YOU IMAGINE waking up at 7:30 a.m. team, Robert Catinello says that he has been
on a rainy Saturday morning, lacing up your welcomed with open arms and that he feels
sneakers, and heading out for a six-mile run? like the cross country team is a family to
Sounds like a formidable mission, doesn’t it? which he looks to for support and advice.
The JP Stevens cross country team consists Already immersed in the winning tradition,
of a dedicated group of runners who run for he adds, “Our goal by the end of the season
— wait for it — fun. While we groan at the is to be one of the best teams in the county.”
ever so daunting task of running “straights Robert currently places as the second fastest
and curves” during gym class, the cross freshman in the state.
country team is outside on the track running
The girls’ cross country team, led by senior
everyday, constantly pushing themselves to captains Connie Yu and Katie Tencza, has a
reach higher limits. In the words of senior solid record of 4-1. According to Katie, “We
Parag Bapna, “We’re better this year than have a lot of great girls this year who work
ever before, and we’re ready to make a name really hard at practice every day. Together,
for ourselves at counties and beyond.”
I think we can do very well this season.”
As of now, the boys’ team, poised to be Just recently, the team faced a tough Old
the first cross
Bridge squad,
country team
and after a
in years to
grueling race,
qualify
for
the
Hawks
the Groups
managed to
Tournament,
capture the
holds a 6-2
well-earned
r e c o r d .
victory.
Coach Allen,
After
the
commenting
race, captain
on
the
Connie
Yu
progress of
said, “GMCs
his
team,
are quickly
says,
“The
approaching,
team
is
and we are
SOUMYA KARNE
working
l o o k i n g
hard,
and The girls’ cross country team lines up for the XC forward
to
they are only Fall Classic in Monroe Township as the boys’ a
strong,
going to get squad looks on.
m e d a l better as the season progresses.” The cross clanking end of the season.” The team looks
country team traveled to Washington D.C. ahead to more difficult challenges, but it is
for a tournament. JP’s “A” relay team placed by no means afraid to face them, confident
ninth in a race against thirty other teams. that its hard work and sweat will continue
Led by team captains senior Parag Bapna to pay off.
and juniors Panth Patel and Mark Cooke, the
Both teams look to improve as a whole
boys’ varsity team recently ran an impressive as they train daily and strive to overcome
race, finishing fourth and missing third place every challenge and hurdle that is thrown at
by merely two points at the Central Jersey them. The end of their season is sure to hold
Shootout invitational at Thompson Park. many victories and memories as both teams
More recently, the Hawks placed fourth work toward their ultimate goal of being
in a close race at the Old Bridge Classic, unstoppable.
By FARHAN PATEL, freshman
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Three spikes, not out

incredibly strong freshman class. There are
seven freshmen who have contributed to JV,
and three to the varsity team. We continue to
“CHICK-CHICK-BOOM!” What’s that? It’s
the sound of the Lady Hawks’ volleyball improve every day!” Surely, the Lady Hawks
team cheering after scoring a point. The will be able to wipe the floor with any other
season is in its final stages, and with team who think they stand a chance!
Coach White notes, “Junior varsity is
records of 12-2, 16-8, and 15-9 from the
freshman, junior varsity, and varsity teams, the building block to any successful varsity
respectively, these ladies are a force to be team.” Both teams’ offensive plays are so
reckoned with. Talk about girl power!
fast and powerful that opponents, at times,
The freshman team, coached by JP Stevens even struggle to make contact with the ball.
boys’ volleyball veteran Chris Medvecky, has The Lady Hawks’ defensive skills are highly
been cruising through its season. The varsity proficient as well. One second, a member of
Lady Hawks have amassed ten consecutive the team is seen to be standing in a ready
wins in the past few weeks. Seeing how position to pass, and the next, she swiftly
they play now, no one would have guessed and smoothly transitions to a full-body dive
that they had fought through a shaky start against the hardwood; that’s when you know
to the season. They went from allowing she’s made a crafty, diving save to keep the
free balls to drop and serving balls that hit ball in play. Senior varsity captains Lorraine
their teammates to, ultimately, establishing Mackiewicz, Jillian Pastor, and Adrianna
a
fortified
Pagnotta have
camaraderie,
led this charge
delivering
of
success.
vicious
float
In fact, the
serves,
and
varsity team
maintaining
has received
an aggressive
contributions
offense
and
from several
coordinated
directions.
d e f e n s e .
As of October
Compared to
15, Lorraine
the team on
has a recordcourt
during
breaking
the
first
total of 306
scrimmage of
kills
(and
the
season,
counting),
this
squad
freshman
seems to have
J e s s i c a
undergone
Liu has
a
rebirth, as if
total of 469
a whole new
assists,
and
team of skilled
junior libero
volleyball
A m a n d a
NARAYAN KOVIL Gu
p l a y e r s
has a
came
and Angela Liu, junior, serves the ball during the total of 195
replaced
the annual Think Pink Breast Cancer Awareness digs. Coach
old members. game, while faculty members watch and support S a v u l i c h ,
T h r o u g h from behind.
who
agrees
the emotional waterworks and the that the girls have a lot of potential to move
exasperated rants between practices about forward, notes, “If they can maintain a high
communicating more efficiently, the Lady level of chemistry, they will definitely make
Hawks have improved their skills tenfold. it far in the GMCs.”
They have shown their improvement
There is no doubt that these talented
through the past several games, crushing athletes will be able to uphold JP Stevens’
their opponents by either winning in pride. But to win games or advance through
straight sets or dominating the deciding set. the GMC Tournament, the Lady Hawks
Coach Medvecky says, “I think the team don’t need luck. They have skills. “Chickhas a very bright future because we have an chick-boom!”
By BREANA TAN, freshman

New courts, same dominance
By KAAMYA VARAGUR, junior
IF YOU’VE BEEN listening to the morning
announcements, you know that the tennis
team is at it again. The Lady Hawks, led by
senior captains Michelle Chen and Sophia
Chen, have finished yet another successful
fall campaign, with a varsity record of
15-4. The team got off to a great start in
September with a second place finish at the
annual September Smash Tournament in
Livingston. Recently, the Hawks finished
third at the county tournament. Seniors
Michelle Chen and Nandita Munindra
were finalists at second doubles after a
semi-final win against South Brunswick.
Freshman Claire Pan finished with a bronze
medal at first singles after defeating North
Brunswick. Additional bronze medals were
won by second singles player senior Sulagna
Chauhan, third singles player senior Anshu
Patel, and the first doubles team of Sophia
Chen and sophomore Michelle Tsung. The
Hawks’ JV team has also been hard at work
this season, finishing with a 7-2 record.
The key to the tennis team’s success is an
ideal combination of hard work, dedication,
and love for the sport. Players not only put
in effort at practices and matches during

the season, but also work hard during the
off-season, devoting plenty of time yearround to play at local courts and clubs. The
team is fortunate to have Coach Pisano and
Coach DiBella, both of whom are extremely
passionate about the sport and encourage
players to continually strive for excellence.
Sophia, on the coaches, noted, “They have
made me love tennis more than I could have
imagined and have inspired me to continue
playing in college.”
For any team to achieve excellence, the
teammates must establish a camaraderie
with each other. The varsity and junior
varsity teams combined consist of only
twenty-four players. Of the close-knit
group of tennis players, senior Anshu Patel
remarked, “It is very easy in an individual
sport like tennis for the players to get overly
competitive and for there to be a bad team
dynamic. Our team defies this completely.
We are like a family, and we all love each
other as much as we love the sport itself.”
These sentiments only add to the admirable
qualities of the school’s tennis team this year.
With its stellar record, both past and present,
the tennis team will surely continue to bring
pride to the school’s athletic program for
many years to come.

